Professional Services Experience that Matters
Successful service companies strike a fine balance between optimizing
resources and maintaining an adequate level of excess capacity. With Prophix,
personnel planning is integrated with your P&L, enabling managers to analyze
key metrics such as employee utilization and project contribution margins.

“We used to email over 250 Excel files back and forth during our overhead
planning processes. We recognized that this was unsustainable. Prophix
gave us a solution that is scalable to our business, works with multiple
ERPs, is manageable for the Finance team with minimal IT involvement,
and has proven to be extremely cost-effective.”
– Dan DeRooy, Director of Financial Reporting, Skanska USA Building
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Focus On What Really Matters
Your business is evolving. And the way you plan and report on your business should evolve too.
Prophix helps mid-market companies achieve their goals more successfully with innovative, cloudbased Corporate Performance Management (CPM) software. With Prophix, finance leaders improve
profitability and minimize risk by automating budgeting, forecasting and reporting and puts the
focus back on what matters most – uncovering business opportunities. Prophix supports your future
with AI innovation that flexes to meet your strategic realities, today and tomorrow. Over 1,500 global
companies rely on Prophix to transform the way they work.
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Budgets are no longer a burden. Improve
budgeting accuracy, reduce risk, and leverage
automation to increase buy-in.
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Reporting & Analytics
With a few clicks, build a dashboard that provides
a comprehensive, easy-to-understand view of
company performance.
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Financial Consolidation & Close
Enhance financial consolidation by adding
processes & controls. Prophix automates collection and accuracy.

Workflow & Automation
Automate repetitive processes and build comprehensive workflows to save you time and give you
confidence in your reports.

Virtual Financial Analyst
The Virtual Financial Analyst helps you work smarter by automating repetitive tasks and serves up
insights more naturally through voice or text. Your Virtual Financial Analyst can accurately detect
anomalies and quickly surface risk, giving you greater confidence than ever before.
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